Abstract-Usage of more training data with label information gives more success for classification of datasets in machine learning. But in real life, obtaining data with label information is a cost-effective and long-lasting process. Herein, active learning algorithms are emerged. Active learning algorithms aim to maintain current success rate with fewer samples in train set or increase total success of model in training process. Active learning is not only functional for regular learning methods but also can be used in ensemble learning algorithms with specified techniques. In this study, two different active learning algorithms based on class probabilities of the samples are tested on five datasets classification. Ensemble learning methods are used as classification model. Comparative results presented as graphically and numerically.
I. INTRODUCTION
Classification process is a way to analyze datasets according to labels which represent the class information about related data in datasets. It is being used in many research fields such as economy, bioscience, forecasting etc. Not only computer science researchers but also economists, doctors are getting help to strengthen their decisions for later researches and summarize previous years' data to analyze better [1] - [3] .
In the manner of doing machine learning, plenty of methods are brought out for classification. ANN (artificial neural network), decision trees, Bayes, naï ve Bayes are some of them [3] , [4] . Classification methods, typically, create models based on training process with label information which is already given in datasets. Models are performed to rest of data to classify. In the end, success of classification is measured and the success rate of models can be defined based on this rate. Success rate of those methods are generally high because the label information is given in train data. Methods working with labeled train set are named as supervised methods in literature [5] . But datasets with enough labels are not easy to find for studies.
Obtain the label information for data is difficult in real life. Furthermore, it is impossible to get all labels in correctly split up [6] . In that case some other machine learning algorithms called as unsupervised methods are improved [5] . K-Means, which based on distances of given clusters' centers, is an example of unsupervised methods. Segmentation of the data is made by the distances, instead of using labels. Procedure is Manuscript received October 9, 2013; revised December 6, 2013 . This work was supported in part by the Turkey, Yildiz Technical University.
The authors are with the Department of Computer Engineering, Yildiz Technical University, İstanbul, 34720 TR (e-mail: hoilhan@yildiz.edu.tr, mfatih@ce.yildiz.edu.tr). referred as clustering in literature. But unsupervised clustering methods' success is not efficient level when compared to the methods which are using labels [7] . By the purpose of increasing success rate of regular machine learning classification methods, Ensemble learning and specified methods are constituted.
Ensemble learning concept is combination of several machine learning algorithms. This combination concludes the process with higher success because many learners make decision of the classification not only one as in regular machine learning. Regular machine learning algorithms such as Decision Tree or Bayes classifier is defined as base learners in ensemble learning. Broadly speaking, more base learners used in model gives more successful results in classification. Moreover, there are also methods which plays effective role on success such as Voting, Bagging, Boosting and some of cascading models. Methods are generally used for specified purposes. Some methods can give good result whereas others can be failed on the same data. In this sense, many sub techniques arise related with data. LPBoost, BrownBoost, AdaBoost, Logitboost are some of sub techniques for boosting method [8] .
Even though there are many ensemble learning methods based on successful base learners, analyzing of datasets with unlabeled or few labeled data and achieving high success rates in classification are still important case for researchers. In this meaning, active learning methods are implemented on ensemble methods for rational selection of samples in literature [6] .
In this study, active sample selection called as active learning algorithms on ensemble learning methods are presented. Two different active learning algorithms are tested on 5 datasets having different instances and classes at the stage of sample selection. Moreover, regular sample selection method based on randomly selection algorithm is also tested. Tests are performed on AdaBoost and Bagging methods of ensemble learning.
In the scope of this paper, active sample selection algorithms in ensemble learning methods are explained in Section II with related works information. Section III includes used datasets information and process steps of application. Figures and tables about the results are given in Section IV with the explanations. Conclusion and future works will be present in Section V.
II. ACTIVE SAMPLE SELECTION IN ENSEMBLE LEARNING
Number of sample size used in machine learning algorithms is the main factor of success rate in results. Many studies about definition of the optimal sample size has made in literature [9] , [10] . These studies show that the more sample trained by algorithms gives more successful results on classification for rest of data. But as cited previous section of this paper, gathering data with label information is not easy in real life solutions. Many datasets don't have all data' label information. The main problem is that gathering label information takes long time and costly process [5] . On the other hand, unlabeled data is easy to obtain and also plenty in literature for researchers. At this stage, clustering methods are used for unlabeled data classification which is known as unsupervised method in literature but success of the separation the data is low than supervised methods' success [5] . Recently, many studies are made on forming new classification models which is based on supervised techniques but use less labeled data in training process because of difficulty in obtaining [10] , [11] .
Active learning is a method mainly used to maintain high success rates with less labeled data [9] , [11] . Learning processes are initially started with few labeled data by machine learning methods. In the scope of this paper, Ensemble learning methods are used. Formed model based on learning process is performed over rest of samples which named as data pool in this study. Samples within the data pool have probabilities values of belonging to classes after testing iteration. Calculation process can vary up to selected active learning algorithm. Many algorithms are defined in literature such as query by committee [12] , uncertainty sampling [13] , margin sampling [14] , entropy [14] etc. The most effective labeled data decided by using active learning algorithm is referred as informative data. New train set is formed with many informative data for next training process in the scope of active learning. This process lasts until the top limit defined by user for train data.
The simplest and most common algorithm is uncertainty sampling algorithm in literature [13] . Active learner selects new samples which don't belong to any class information from the data pool in uncertainty sampling algorithm. This algorithm is useful for datasets having two classes because most informative label information is used and other label information and their possibilities of belonging to classes are ignored. Margin sampling method is emerged to fix this problem [14] . Most informative two possibilities of data' label are used in margin sampling method. Method selects samples which have minimum margin differences as mostly informative samples. But margin sampling method also ignores the rest of the distribution of data' label information.
In this study, two different modified active learning algorithms are presented. Modified algorithms are composed from regular uncertainty sampling and margin sampling algorithms. Both algorithms start with 1% randomly selected data from all dataset as train data. Two different models which are based on two different ensemble learning methods with decision tree combination are trained by randomly selected initial train data. AdaBoost and Bagging methods are used to observe response of active sample selection algorithms on different ensemble models. Created classification models are performed on rest of data called as data pool. Classification success rate depends on informative sample selection and probabilities of each samples belonging to classes are obtained.
Active sample selection algorithms which are called as active learning start at second iteration. Calculated probabilities of samples in each iteration are used to make decision on creating new train set in both active sample selection algorithms. As it is known from general probability equation, total of the all probabilities' values for specified sample should be equal to 1 as in (1) .
N is donated as total class number and ( ) represents probabilities of k th sample x for class r. Higher value in probabilities of sample belonging to specified class means possession of sample mostly related this class. In both active learning algorithms, this information will be used for new sample selection step.
A. Active Learning Based on Strict Separation
New train set is created based on probabilities' values of samples which are calculated in previous iteration. Values of sample classification probabilities are checked for not equal to 1 in spite of uncertainty sampling [13] . In this study, this algorithm is named as strictly separation algorithm. Samples whose probability equal to 1 for specific class indicates that the sample is already classified in other words stable samples. Otherwise, samples having many different probabilities for classes called as unstable samples (2) . Strictly separation algorithm works based on the unstable samples. Randomly selected 1% of all data based on being unstable structure is added to form new train set in each iteration.
where r is class number and N is total number of classes. k represents the sample number and T is defined as total samples in data. ( ) is the probability value of k th sample x for class r.
B. Active Learning Based on Margin Distances
Starting process is the same as mentioned in strictly separation algorithm. Difference is at the processing step using the probability values. Margin distance algorithm selects new data based on distance measurements between probabilities belong to classes for the particular sample. Probabilities' values are calculated previous iteration similar to strictly separation algorithm. Distances between sample's probabilities according to the classes are used to define unstable or stable samples as in (3) . The higher differences between assigned class probabilities make the sample more stable than others because of the general probability rule (1). Calculation for margin difference information is made between maximum and minimum values of sample probabilities. But in regular margin sampling method, this calculation is made on the first two values of probabilities [14] . As it's known from regular probabilistic rule, if the value is 1, it means sample is strictly assigned to one class which is sample is already stable. That information is used for previous algorithm. In margin distances algorithm, new train set is formed by samples whose probabilities' difference belonging to specific class are minimum. As it is another algorithm called as margin distances based active sample selection is also tested in this study. 1% of all data selected by margin distance algorithm is added to train set with a descending sequence algorithm from max to min in each iteration by using (4).
Minimum differences of the samples margin point is calculated by (4) where r represents the class, k is the sample number and ( ) is the probability of k th sample x for class r.
Both algorithms' main steps can be seen on Fig. 1 . E represents train algorithm which is many Decision Tree combination with AdaBoost and Bagging methods. Labeled data set is abbreviated as L. U is donated as data pool (rest of all data).
 Generate first train set with 1% of all data randomly selected Repeat k times the following steps :
 Generate classification ensemble C = Ensemble Learning (E, L) ( E = Adaboost or Bagging Method)  ∀xj ∈ U calculate probabilities for each sample ( )  Most informative 1% of data selected in S as samples based on active learning algorithm  Obtain labels of S, from U  Delete S from U and add to L Output:
Ensemble Learning (E, U) (Adaboost or Bagging) Fig. 1 . Algorithms process steps.
III. APPLICATION
Algorithms are programmed in Matlab programming interface. Two different active sample selection algorithms are tested on ensemble learning methods (bagging and AdaBoost) formed by 100 decision tree combination. Application and properties of datasets used in tests will be explained in the following sub sections. 
A. Data Information
Five datasets downloaded from UC Irvine Machine Learning Repository [15] are used in application. Active sample selection algorithms are implemented on all datasets and the results are presented on both figures and tables. Algorithms start with 1% of all data as train data and rest of data assumed as data pool where tests applied on. Each iteration, train set increased with 1% of all data up to 70% whereas 1% decreases in test set. Increment in train set is made based on active sample selection and random sample selection algorithms respectively. 70% of all data in datasets is arranged as upper limit to terminate iterations. Number of samples in datasets is important to indicate effects. Large datasets are more useful to show the benefits of using active sample selection algorithms on learning process.
B. Process Steps
Active sample selection algorithms are implemented on both ensemble methods which are bagging and AdaBoost. 100 Decision Trees are combined in ensemble model as base learners.
As a starting point for learners, 1% of all data is arranged as first train data by random selection. First classification result can be vary according to random sample selection but in the second iteration, active selection is applied on methods and effects observed. Besides active sample selection algorithms, also random sample selection is provided in tests to compare the effects on graph.
IV. TEST RESULTS
Active learning based on strictly separation algorithm is abbreviated as Algorithm 1 in figures and tables. Additionally, Algorithm 2 represents Margin distances based active learning results. Random Sample Selection method is defined as regular sample selection in application. All tests started with 1% randomly selected data as train data. Each iteration is repeated after 1% increment in train data.
Regular section in the tables also represents random sample selection for the ensemble learning methods. Every 5% part of the testing records is listed in tables. Figures are the graphical demonstration generated from all recorded data in tables.
Classification success in the tables and figures represents the success of the separation for informative samples in data pool. Classification success values become higher when using informative samples in learning process. Fig. 2 shows the effects of active sample selection on ensemble learning process for d159 dataset. Adaboost method is used in ensemble model. Sample selection based on algorithm 2 makes remarkable difference in results unlike the algorithm 1. Algorithm 1 isn't enough to decide precisely for samples relation to classes, therefore, success rates of the algorithm 1 is near to regular method. Effect of the algorithms on bagging method on the same dataset is demonstrated in Fig. 3 . Bagging method in ensemble model gives more successful results in gathering more informative samples of d159 dataset for algorithm 2. Algorithm 2 increased success rates of bagging method more
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than adaboost method. The General purpose of using active sample selection is that obtain high success rates with minimum number of samples in train. As it can be seen in figures, Algorithm 2 provided it. Algorithm 1 also increased the success compared to regular method especially in bagging method. However, algorithm 2 is more useful for better success. Table II shows numerical results of the figures. The numbers in bold represents the success point resulted with algorithms better than random selection method. Table II proves that using active sample selection based on margin distances (algorithm 2) provides better results on separation of unstable samples. It provides more success with the less labeled data. Classification success rates vary according to used ensemble learning methods. Active sample selection based on strict separation (algorithm 1) doesn't have effective role. Also in some stages, random selection has more successful results. The main reason for that is about dataset properties. D159 is in complex structure. Generally, ( ) values for the samples are not equal to 1. Thus, algorithm 1 results with very close probabilities for samples. Fig. 4 belongs to King-rook vs King-Pawn (Kr vs Kp) dataset trained by ensemble learning with adaboost method. Algorithm 2 has also significant effect on success. It maintains more success with less train data. Besides algorithm 2, algorithm 1 also gives efficient results. Classification success with algorithm 1 reached the same success with regular selection in earlier step which is main purpose of the active sample selection algorithms. Each machine learning algorithms and also methods is specified for the problems as it is cited in introduction section. Therefore, bagging method is also not convenient for Kr_Ks dataset because of the dataset properties. Regular sample selection method success rate for bagging method isn't efficient but algorithm 2 still gives significant success as it can be observed in Fig. 5 . Algorithm 1 resulted with almost the same rates of regular sample selection method.
Active sample selection based on strict separation algorithm is also not useful for all datasets because of different diversity and number of class as uncertainty sampling. Table III also shows that algorithm 2 is more successful than algorithm 1 for Kr vs Kp dataset. The best ensemble learning method to classify for Letter dataset is adaboost method. Tests are made with only adaboost method for that purpose. Letter dataset is the largest dataset in this study which takes time for process. Fig. 6 indicates the significant success of algorithm 2 in the long run.
Algorithm 1 also increased the success of model in short term. Effects of the algorithms can be observed in Table IV , but it is not noticeable for algorithm 1 in long term. However, Algorithm 2 has more effect on results.
Mushroom dataset is commonly used in studies many times so far. Many classification methods and algorithms are implemented on it. Success rates of the classification for mushroom dataset are already efficient level in literature. In this study, ensemble learning methods also give decent results. Moreover, success rates are enhanced with the active sample selection algorithms as it can be seen in Fig. 7 and Fig.  8 . Algorithm 1 is also convenient for mushroom dataset because it can be separated easily whereas the regular method has also enough success. Moreover, algorithm 2 results more successful as other tests because of based on not only probabilities between classes but also margin distances.
Success of the algorithm 1 can be seen on Table V more easily. It provides better success over regular method in bagging method. Last tests are made on Ringnorm Dataset. Fig. 9 shows that algorithm 2 plays effective role on success of the model. Success rates are raised up to 100% whereas regular methods around 95%. Algorithm 1 is also efficient on classification in adaboost method as it can be observed in Fig. 9 . Both algorithms provide more success rate with the less sample in training. On the other hand, algorithm 1 is not efficient in bagging method. Algorithm 2 is still has an impact over success as it can be observed in Fig. 10 . Main reason is related with the process which is underlying of the algorithms. As noted in section 2, algorithm 1 is based on only probabilities of the samples belonging to classes. However, algorithm 2 also deals with the margin differences between classes. Table VI provides better observation with numerical values. Margin distance active learning algorithm has more sensible effects on success rates because of including not only one probability of the sample but also distribution of the sample probabilities between classes. Learning and Computing, Vol. 4, No. 1, February 2014 Starting success rates of some dataset classification can vary according to randomly selection as referred in application section. Starting point is a vital issue in classification algorithms. Intent of this study is to show active learning effects. Starting train set arranged as minimum size (1% of all data) in order to minimize the effect of random selection at initial step. Thus, minimal count of sample with random selection in the beginning can be ignored within this study. During the all test, with the increment of the sample size, success rate also increases. This success can be provided with few samples by active learning methods as it shows in Tables.
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Classification rate of first step is inefficient when comparing to stages used active learning sample selection algorithms. In that meaning, this paper also shows that initializing step plays effective role on success besides each iterations because of random selection. Many studies has made on defining starting point of the classification algorithms in literature [11] .
V. CONCLUSION
In this study, active learning algorithms' effects are presented. Labeled data is important to make classification with higher success rate in contrast to it is hard to label all data. Studies over this problem focus on rational sample selection theories. Informative samples selection named as active learning sample selection algorithms contributes more success on result compare to randomly sample selection. Presented paper includes two different active learning algorithms on two different ensemble methods concurrently. Five datasets from UC Irvane Machine Learning Repository are used to observe effects. Results prove that samples can be classified with few label data because the samples with rational selection plays effective role. Selecting more informative data for classification provides to achieve same or more success rate at earlier steps. This process is called as active learning.
In this study, it is observed as bagging process makes the train set more complex, hence decision for the algorithm 1 become more complex as well. But algorithm 2 solves that problem with the margin distances. In contrast to bagging method, adaboost method gives different weight values to each sample selected by randomly or active algorithms. Weights values also provide simplicity for algorithms. Therefore, algorithm 1 generally gives more success on only adaboost method.
Randomly selected minimal number of samples (1% of all data) is used to form first classification models on both tests in this study. This approach made the results inefficient at initial state. In future works, some clustering methods will be used for initial sample selection to increase success rate more.
